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A Practical Guide to TPM 2.0: Using the Trusted Platform Module in the New Age of
Security is a straight-forward primer for developers. It shows security and TPM
concepts, demonstrating their use in real applications that the reader can try out.
Simply put, this book is designed to empower and excite the programming community
to go out and do cool things with the TPM. The approach is to ramp the reader up
quickly and keep their interest.A Practical Guide to TPM 2.0: Using the Trusted
Platform Module in the New Age of Security explains security concepts, describes the
TPM 2.0 architecture, and provides code and pseudo-code examples in parallel, from
very simple concepts and code to highly complex concepts and pseudo-code. The book
includes instructions for the available execution environments and real code examples
to get readers up and talking to the TPM quickly. The authors then help the users
expand on that with pseudo-code descriptions of useful applications using the TPM.
Sitecore was recently recognized as one of the most reputable/reliable web content
management solutions (WCMS) in the marketplace. Thousands of companies use
Sitecore to help manage their web and mobile digital properties. Sitecore is a very
large, complex platform that performs many robust functions and capabilities. As such,
marketers and end users often have a hard time coming up to speed on the technology.
Practical Sitecore 8 Configuration and Strategy: A User Guide for Sitecore's Content
and Marketing Capabilities provides that opportunity. The flow of the book will take
newbies step-by-step on how to configure Sitecore content, personalization, and
marketing automation capabilities. Sprinkled in through the book will be callouts that
highlight strategies and best practices—taking the book beyond just the “how to” stepby-step procedures that can be found elsewhere. Practical Sitecore 8 Configuration and
Strategy: Brings you up to speed on Sitecore without requiring a training class.
Provides the information in a clear, logical outline that takes users from simple,
foundational concepts to more advanced concepts at the end. Rounds out existing
sources of documentation with strategies and best practices from real-world
experience. What You'll Learn How to manage content in Sitecore How to create web
forms and landing pages How to optimize the site through personalization and A/B/N
testing How to use Sitecore for your marketing campaigns How to leverage analytics for
custom measurement/engagement strategies How to create a robust governance plan
for your Sitecore properties Who This Book Is For The key target audience for this book
are content administrators (content authoring, forms development, etc.) and digital
marketers (campaigns, analytics, marketing automation, experience optimization, etc.)
using the Sitecore platform.
The AIMMS 3.8 User's Guide provides a global overview of how to use the AIMMS
system. It is aimed at application builders, and explores AIMMS' capabilities in helping
you create a model-based application in an easy and maintainable manner. The guide
describes the various graphical tools that the AIMMS system offers for this task.
Web sites, collaboration, document management, paperless offices—we want it all in
business today, but how do we achieve all of these goals? More importantly, if you work
for one of the millions of small-to-medium-sized businesses, how do you find the time to
build the expertise necessary to reach these goals? Even the most powerful tool will not
allow you to succeed unless you can get the majority of your staff to use it efficiently
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and effectively. You need a guide that demonstrates a platform that small-to-mediumsized businesses can use to reach these goals. Office and SharePoint 2010 User’s
Guide demystifies the path that every Microsoft Office user can follow to benefit from
the synergism of tools they are already familiar with. Together with SharePoint 2010,
users can achieve goals like web sites with a consistent single view, improved
collaboration within their organization, and better document management, and may
even get one step closer to the paperless office we’ve been promised for years. This
book has topics for Office users of all skill levels, from those just starting to use Office
tools to experienced power users. It examines each major Office tool and shows how it
contributes to the support and use of SharePoint in today’s increasingly electronicbased office environment.
BANTAM is the first modeling language specifically designed for applications in
Biometrics and Token Technology. It represents a significant step forward for the
design and implementation of biometric and related technology applications in that: - it
is very simple to learn and use; - it offers a consistent system of documentation and a
clarity of presentation which make the accurate description of user requirements much
easier; - it provides a complete methodology for managing the project from original
business case, through procurement and implementation, to subsequent training and
support. "The User Guide" provides much more than just a guide to the Bantam
methodology: readers will also find lots of good advice on program management in
general and will gain an insight into designing biometric and related applications. It will
be essential reading for anyone who is serious about biometrics and related
technologies, including governmental/corporate end-users, systems integrators,
biometric vendors, application developers and device manufacturers. It will also be
useful background reading for advanced students and IT and management consultants.
Reviews of Julian Ashbourn's first book: "Biometrics: Advanced Identity Verification":
"You could attend a dozen conferences and not come away with the kind of overview
presented in this new book". Dave Mintie, Connecticut Department of Social Services "
a highly readable, entertaining guidebook that should serve as a welcome companion
for anyone who must promote, explain, justify, or control an organization's transition to
biometric technology." Richard Norton, Executive Director, International Biometrics
Industry Association
This straightforward guide to PROC TEMPLATE shows you how to build your own
custom styles and tables in SAS. You'll learn how to create new styles to match your
organization's standards or simply to increase your report's aesthetic potential build
custom tables with complex structures and traffic lighting to make them easier to read
and interpret manage your templates and share them with other SAS users Written for
all levels of users, PROC TEMPLATE Made Easy guides you through the process of
writing templates. Beginners will benefit from learning how to do so from the ground up.
Intermediate and advanced users will learn the more complex features of PROC
TEMPLATE as well as how to use styles in the Base SAS reporting procedures. This
book explains how PROC TEMPLATE saves templates and teaches you how to create
shareable template stores, allowing you to customize your working environment. The
visual appendixes of all style attributes and graph colors serve as an essent

The AIMMS 3.9 User's Guide provides a global overview of how to use the
AIMMS system. It is aimed at application builders, and explores AIMMS'
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capabilities in helping you create a model-based application in an easy and
maintainable manner. The guide describes the various graphical tools that the
AIMMS system offers for this task.
The Metastorm ProVision 6.2 User Guide is the essential reference. Packed with
tips and tricks that go way beyond what you would expect, the book explains how
to ask the right questions as well as how to use the program. All the new features
are described. Bill shares his expertise in many areas including simulation,
strategy and process improvement.
Orients the new user to Window system concepts and provides detailed tutorials
for many client programs, including the xterm terminal emulator and window
managers. This popular manual is available in two editions, one for users of the
MIT software, one for users of Motif. Revised for X11 Release 5 and Motif 1.2.
The AIMMS 3.10 User's Guide provides a global overview of how to use the
AIMMS system. It is aimed at application builders, and explores AIMMS'
capabilities in helping you create a model-based application in an easy and
maintainable manner. The guide describes the various graphical tools that the
AIMMS system offers for this task.
A guide to the Java Desktop System covers such topics as networking, email,
instant messaging, spreadsheets, word processing, and slide presentations.
How Can I Use Oracle Hyperion Planning to plan, budget and forecast? Oracle
Hyperion Planning is the market leading budgeting and forecasting solution that
provides powerful planning capabilities over the web and in Microsoft Excel. This
book is your key to unlocking the world of Planning from an end user perspective,
guiding you through the ins and outs of Planning on your quest to a better
budgeting and forecasting process which in turn leads to better enterprise
performance. You will learn: What is Oracle Hyperion Planning and how to
connect; How to plan over the web; How to plan and build models in Microsoft
Excel with Smart View; All of the Planning end user features like supporting
detail, cell text, document attachments, adjusting, grid spreader and more; How
to perform adhoc analysis and create reports using Smart Slices and Report
Designer from Planning data forms; Steps to review and approve budgets
through process management Content covers both Planning 9.3.1 and 11.1.1
versions.
The United Nations Arms Trade Treaty became binding international law in late 2014, and
although the text of the treaty is a relatively concise framework for assessing whether to
authorize or deny proposed conventional weapons transfers by States Parties, there exists
controversy as to the meaning of certain key provisions. Furthermore, the treaty requires a
national regulatory body to authorize proposed transfers of conventional weapons covered by
the treaty, but does not detail how such a body should be established and how it should
effectively function. The Arms Trade Treaty: A Commentary explains in detail each of the treaty
provisions, the parameters for prohibitions or the denial of transfers, international cooperation
and assistance, and implementation obligations and mechanisms. As states ratify and
implement the Treaty over the next few years, the commentary provides invaluable guidance to
government officials, commentators, and scholars on the meaning of its contentious provisions.
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This volume describes in detail which weapons are covered by the treaty and explains the
different forms of transfer that the Arms Trade Treaty regulates. It covers international human
rights, trade, disarmament, humanitarian law, criminal law, and state-to-state use of force, as
well as the application of the treaty to non-state actors.
The Liferay Portal Administrator's Guide is your complete guide to installing, integrating,
configuring, and maintaining a Liferay Portal server. This comprehensive guide will show you
how to bring up a Liferay Portal server and keep it running. From installing a bundle to
configuring a Liferay cluster, every aspect of running Liferay Portal is covered.
Sybase Adaptive Server Enterprise 15 is a high-performance, mission-critical database
management system designed to meet the increasing demands of large databases and hightransaction volumes, while providing a cost-effective database management system. The
Official New Features Guide to Sybase ASE 15 focuses on the many enhancements in Sybase
ASE 15 including semantic partitions, computed columns, functional indexes, and scrollable
cursors. With this book learn about the enhancements to ASE 15, how the new features can
increase your efficiency and productivity, and how these features integrate with existing
systems; understand how semantic partitions decrease the complexities of data management;
find out how scrollable cursors and computed columns can ease the development process;
learn how the optimizer toolset and QP Metrics improve monitoring and diagnostic efforts;
provide the ability to ensure customer compliance through the use of Sybase Software Asset
Management; test your knowledge with the included Sybase certification practice exam.
Maximize the impact and precision of your message! Now in its fourth edition, the Microsoft
Manual of Style provides essential guidance to content creators, journalists, technical writers,
editors, and everyone else who writes about computer technology. Direct from the Editorial
Style Board at Microsoft—you get a comprehensive glossary of both general technology terms
and those specific to Microsoft; clear, concise usage and style guidelines with helpful examples
and alternatives; guidance on grammar, tone, and voice; and best practices for writing content
for the web, optimizing for accessibility, and communicating to a worldwide audience. Fully
updated and optimized for ease of use, the Microsoft Manual of Style is designed to help you
communicate clearly, consistently, and accurately about technical topics—across a range of
audiences and media.
Microsoft SharePoint Foundation 2010 and SharePoint Server 2010 provide a collection of
tools and services you can use to improve user and team productivity, make information
sharing more effective, and facilitate business decision–making processes. In order to get the
most out of SharePoint 2010, you need to understand how to best use the capabilities to
support your information management, collaboration, and business process management
needs. This book is designed to provide you with the information you need to effectively use
these tools. Whether you are using SharePoint as an intranet or business solution platform,
you will learn how to use the resources (such as lists, libraries, and sites) and services (such
as publishing, workflow, and policies) that make up these environments. Information and
process owners will be given the knowledge they need to build and manage solutions.
Information and process consumers will be given the knowledge they need to effectively use
SharePoint resources. In this book, Seth Bates and Tony Smith walk you through the
components and capabilities that make up a SharePoint 2010 environment. Their expertise
shines as they provide step-by-step instructions for using and managing these elements, as
well as recommendations for how to best leverage them. As a reader, you’ll then embrace two
common SharePoint uses, document management and project information management, and
walk through creating samples of these solutions, understanding the challenges these
solutions are designed to address and the benefits they can provide. The authors have brought
together this information based on their extensive experience working with these tools and with
business users who effectively leverage these technologies within their organizations. These
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experiences were incorporated into the writing of this book to make it easy for you to gain the
knowledge you need to make the most of the product.
Taking the basics to the business with no-coding solutions for SharePoint 2010 using this book
and eBook.
This book is a no-nonsense guide for Office users who have a SharePoint environment
deployed. Written by the person responsible for large SharePoint deployment – his role is
helping desktop users integrate and use SP features seamlessly – our author takes users
through working with their familiar Office applications and leveraging SharePoint on the
backend. This is different than using SharePoint; it’s about putting Office to work and
integrating it with SharePoint in such a way that even more benefits and synergies are
realized. It’s about using Office and SharePoint as a platform, and there is no other book on
the market combining the two products.
Get a 360-degree view of digital project management. Learn proven best practices from case
studies and real-world scenarios. A variety of project management tools, templates, models,
and frameworks are covered. This book provides an in-depth view of digital project
management from initiation to execution to monitoring and maintenance. Covering end-to-end
topics from pre-sales to post-production, the book explores project management from various
dimensions. Each core concept is complemented by case studies and real-world scenarios.
The Complete Guide to Digital Project Management provides valuable tools for your use such
as: Frameworks: governance, quality, knowledge transfer, root cause analysis, digital product
evaluation, digital consulting, estimation Templates: estimation, staffing, resource induction,
RACI Models: governance, estimation, pricing, digital maturity continuous execution, earned
value management and effort forecast Metrics: project management, quality What You’ll Learn
Study best practices and failure scenarios in digital projects, including common challenges,
recurring problem themes, and leading indicators of project failures Explore an in-depth
discussion of topics related to project quality and project governance Understand Agile and
Scrum practices for Agile execution See how to apply Quality Management in digital projects,
including a quality strategy, a quality framework, achieving quality in various project phases,
and quality best practices Be able to use proven metrics and KPIs to track, monitor, and
measure project performance Discover upcoming trends and innovations in digital project
management Read more than 20 real-world scenarios in digital project management with
proven best practices to handle the scenarios, and a chapter on a digital transformation case
study Who This Book Is For Software project managers, software program managers, account
managers, software architects, lead developers, and digital enthusiasts
There's nothing like teamwork for making progress on a project, but sharing information and
building on each other's successes can be challenging when your team is scattered across the
miles. Microsoft's SharePoint helps teams and organizations close the distance. With
SharePoint, groups construct web sites specifically for collaboration--sites where individuals
can capture and share ideas, and work together on documents, tasks, contacts, and events.
It's the next best thing to being in the room together.Unfortunately, much of the documentation
for SharePoint is written to help system administrators get it up and running, which often
leaves end users in the dark. The SharePoint User's Guide takes another approach: this quick
and easy guide shows you what you need to know to start using SharePoint effectively and
how to get the most from it. You'll learn how to create sites that your organization can use to
work together or independently, from an end user's point of view. Now, even beginners can
learn how to: access sites that are already set up create new sites personalize sites use the
document and picture libraries for adding and editing content add discussion boards and
surveys to a site enhance security You'll learn how you can receive alerts to tell you when
existing documents and information have been changed, or when new information or
documents have been added. You can even share select information with partners or
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customers outside your organization. No one that uses SharePoint collaboration services can
afford to be without this handy book.The SharePoint User's Guide is designed to help you find
answers quickly, explaining key concepts and major points in straightforward language. With
SharePoint, any team or organization can overcome geographic or time-zone challenges, and
the SharePoint User's Guide will show them how.
The first guide to show you how to power your site using Umbraco. More companies are
turning to the power and simplicity of Umbraco's web content management system to build
robust, customized sites. Written by leaders in the Umbraco community, this invaluable guide
takes you through every aspect of this open source tool. Code samples using XHTML, CSS,
XSLT, and C# are integrated throughout the pages to illustrate key concepts that you can
apply. As you work through the chapters, you'll progress from building a basic Umbraco site to
a sophisticated one that meets the needs of your organization. Umbraco User's Guide:
Explains how to install Umbraco and walks you through its XML structure Discusses how to
create templates while building your understanding of layouts Offers best practices for
developing content, designing types, organizing templates, and using the rich text editor Walks
you through XSLT and .NET controls Helps you build sample applications and troubleshoot
any issues that arise Covers how to create your own classified ads site by combining
document types, templates, styles, macros, and more
Become an AWS SysOps administrator and explore best practices to maintain a wellarchitected, resilient, and secure AWS environment Key Features Explore AWS Cloud
functionalities through a recipe-based approach Get to grips with a variety of techniques for
automating your infrastructure Discover industry-proven best practices for architecting reliable
and efficient workloads Book Description AWS is an on-demand remote computing service
providing cloud infrastructure over the internet with storage, bandwidth, and customized
support for APIs. This updated second edition will help you implement these services and
efficiently administer your AWS environment. You will start with the AWS fundamentals and
then understand how to manage multiple accounts before setting up consolidated billing. The
book will assist you in setting up reliable and fast hosting for static websites, sharing data
between running instances and backing up data for compliance. By understanding how to use
compute service, you will also discover how to achieve quick and consistent instance
provisioning. You’ll then learn to provision storage volumes and autoscale an app server.
Next, you’ll explore serverless development with AWS Lambda, and gain insights into using
networking and database services such as Amazon Neptune. The later chapters will focus on
management tools like AWS CloudFormation, and how to secure your cloud resources and
estimate costs for your infrastructure. Finally, you’ll use the AWS well-architected framework
to conduct a technology baseline review self-assessment and identify critical areas for
improvement in the management and operation of your cloud-based workloads. By the end of
this book, you’ll have the skills to effectively administer your AWS environment. What you will
learn Secure your account by creating IAM users and avoiding the use of the root login
Simplify the creation of a multi-account landing zone using AWS Control Tower Master
Amazon S3 for unlimited, cost-efficient storage of data Explore a variety of compute resources
on the AWS Cloud, such as EC2 and AWS Lambda Configure secure networks using Amazon
VPC, access control lists, and security groups Estimate your monthly bill by using cost
estimation tools Learn to host a website with Amazon Route 53, Amazon CloudFront, and S3
Who this book is for If you are an administrator, DevOps engineer, or an IT professional
interested in exploring administrative tasks on the AWS Cloud, then this book is for you.
Familiarity with cloud computing platforms and some understanding of virtualization,
networking, and other administration-related tasks is assumed.
How Can I Use Essbase to Analyze Data? With millions of users world-wide, Essbase seems
to be everywhere these days and now it's a part of your life. You want to slice and dice data,
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analyze information, and make highly formatted spreadsheet retrievals. You're sure Essbase is
the answer and thank goodness your boss bought copies of this book for your entire
department! This book is your key to unlocking the world of analysis through Essbase. You will
learn: [ How to connect to Essbase databases and retrieve data [ What is multi-dimensionality
and why should you care? [ The basics of Essbases end-user add-ins for adhoc analysis [
Steps to creating highly formatted reports and templates that you can use month after month [
Creation and saving of advanced analytic queries using the query designers
Enjoy 100% of the features of your PrestaShop store!
THE WBF BOOK SERIES--ISA 88 and ISA 95 In Life Science Industries is a guide book to the
ISA 88 and ISA 95 Manufacturing Protocols. The book features: -- How to set up a
pharmaceutical module library using ISA 88 and how to implement ISA 88 across life Science
Development Operations -- Understanding Product life cycle batches -- Case Studies on Riskbased engineering assessment and qualifications, a SCADA upgrade project, and more. The
ISA (International Society of Automation) standards 88 and 95 are manufacturing standards
established in the late 1990s and periodically updated by the governing bodies responsible for
them -- the ISA and the WBF (World Batch Forum). The two standards set up protocols and
uniform specifications for batch control systems, including types of control equipment, design
of control systems and interpretation of batch control data. In Volume 1, ISA 88 and 95 are
explained in the context of the pharmaceutical and medical industries. Examples of such batch
processing procedures as fermentation, separation, and refinement are discussed and how the
two standards affect the design of facilities and systems for performing these procedures. The
ISA 88 and 95 standards have been around (and periodically updated) for nearly 20 years
now, but little really helpful has been published on how to put those standards into use,
particularly from a pragmatic, real-life experience point of view. The four books in this new
series will do exactly that: explain to the manufacturing engineer, the controls engineers, and
the industrial planner and manager alike how these standards translate into improved batch
and continuous process operations -- and ultimately how those operations can be integrated
and automated into general business operations (accounting, inventory, customer relations,
product development) of the manufacturing concern.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Third International Symposium on EndUser Development, IS-EUD 2011, held in Torre Canne, Italy, in June 2011. The 14 long papers
and 21 short papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected for inclusion in the book.
In addition the volume contains 2 keynote speeches, 14 doctoral consortia, and information on
3 workshops. The contributions are organized in topical sections on mashups, frameworks,
users as co-designers, infrastructures, methodologies and guidelines, beyond the desktop, enduser development in the workplace, meta-design, and supporting end-user developers.
An authoritative introduction to implementing DotNetNuke Web sites, by experienced
DotNetNuke implementers and trainers An impressive author team shows you how to easily
build Web sites with a variety of content features - no programming experience required. If
your goal is to build the site without worrying about the programming behind it, DotNetNuke 5
User's Guide gives you exactly what you need. After developing a groundwork in the
DotNetNuke framework and DotNetNuke as a content management system, it provides
installation and administration information. Then it takes you step by step through a variety of
use cases, implementation strategies, and configuration decisions for various sites. Introduces
the benefits of content management systems, open source, how DotNetNuke functions as a
content management system, and DotNetNuke modules, pages, and skins Explains the
installation process, options for installing DotNetNuke, and requirements, as well as
administration functionality and content management fundamentals for DNN sites Examines
different use cases, implementation strategies, and configuration decisions Shows how to
develop and implement a personal Web site, a team or club community, a small business site,
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and an enterprise solution Looks at various advanced topics relevant to all use cases, ranging
from advanced installation options to detailed administrative features Includes a foreword by
Shaun Walker, creator of DotNetNuke and Wrox DotnetNuke series editor DotNetNuke 5
User's Guide provides the tools you need to put this valuable technology to work.
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